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Why is Translation Relevant Today:
Ideas for Future Translators

Dlaczego tªumaczenie nie jest jedynie kwesti¡ przeszªo±ci:

kilka uwag z my±l¡ o przyszªych tªumaczach

Abstract

Cultural, educational and professional frameworks recognised by our civiliza-

tion have been formulated as texts. Translation is the only method allowing for

their global dissemination. Religions, literatures, learning theories and organizatio-

nal cultures are �products� of translation. Yet, the relevance of translation is not

only a matter of the past. It is argued in this article that translation is relevant to-

day. In its educational aspect, translation can help realize that language di�erences

are a resource in text comprehension and meaning making. Professional bene�ts of

translating include language �uency that is more than a technical skill: it enables

recognising nuances of meaning and sense, allowing for realistic language use. It

can be a core advantage for specialists in creative industry, for industry analysts

and for lots of other professionals engaging in cross-cultural interactions. Finally,

being a translator one has a transversal competence of service provision.

Key words: translation, translating, multilingualism, interculturality, service pro-

vision, transversal competences.
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Abstrakt

Istotne dla naszej cywilizacji systemy kulturowe, edukacyjne i profesjonalne

zostaªy sformuªowane w postaci tekstowej. Tªumaczenie jest jedyn¡ dost¦pn¡ me-

tod¡ ich globalnego upowszechniania. Religie, dzieªa literackie, teorie uczenia si¦

czy kultury organizacyjne s¡ "produktami" przekªadu. Znaczenie przekªadu (trans-

lacji) nie jest jedynie kwesti¡ przeszªo±ci. Niniejszy artykuª dostarcza argumentów

przemawiaj¡cych za tym, »e procesy translacyjne s¡ dla nas istotne. W aspekcie

edukacyjnym tªumaczenie pozwala uzmysªowi¢ sobie, »e ró»nice j¦zykowe s¡ pod-

staw¡ rozumienia tekstu i nadawania mu znacze«. Korzy±ci z dziaªalno±ci tªumacze-

niowej obejmuj¡ te» biegªo±¢ j¦zykow¡, która jest czym± wi¦cej ni» umiej¦tno±ci¡

techniczn¡: uczy rozpoznawania odcieni znaczeniowych wyrazów i realistycznego

u»ycia j¦zyka. Te sprawno±ci zapewniaj¡ przewag¦ pracownikom bran»y kreatyw-

nej, analitykom bran»owym i wielu innym specjalistom, których praca opiera si¦ na

interakcjach mi¦dzykulturowych. Bycie tªumaczem uczy tak»e ±wiadczenia usªug,

a ta kompetencja okre±lana jest mianem transwersalnej.

Sªowa kluczowe: translacja, tªumaczenie, przekªad, wieloj¦zyczno±¢, wielokultu-

rowo±¢, ±wiadczenie usªug, kompetencje transwersalne.

Introduction

The aim of this article is to argue in favour of the relevance of trans-
lation1 as cultural, educational and professional activity and to explore ad-
vantages that translation o�ers to young people planning their education.
Firstly, the relevance claim is built on historical grounds, with the main
point that translation underlies our civilisation. Secondly, some available
data on the translation market are discussed to portray the potential vistas
for translation and translators. To keep a balanced approached, most evi-
dent risks are discussed that loom over the translation profession. Thirdly,
a speci�c synthesis of the two previous insights is o�ered, showing how lear-
ning to translate (interpret) and how to provide translation services can be
a valuable educational experience.

1As used in this text, the notion of translation covers all kinds of complex operations
necessary and distinctive for the activity and action of translating or interpreting. This is
why only the notions of translation and translating are used in most instances here, with
few exceptions where interpreting is addressed directly. On the whole, the majority � if
not all � arguments and claims made about translation and translating as de�ned here
pertain well to both the written and the oral mode.
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An historical outline

That culture is semiotic in nature is a widely accepted statement � at le-
ast from the times of Lévi-Strauss (Lévi-Strauss, 1963) or Lotman (Lotman,
Uspensky,Mihaychuk, 1978). Similarly, since Barthes (Barthes, 1998) andGe-
ertz (Geertz, 1973), we are ready to unconditionally agree that culture, com-
munication and text are interdependent phenomena. As can be inferred from
numerous text inRobinson (2002), the consequent stages of cultural ormilitary
expansion depended on translating activities (e.g. Antient Egypt, Greece and
Rome). Sacred text translation became a vital cultural issue during theMedie-
val quest for religious unity (or uniformity) under the auspices of Christiani-
ty (see e.g. a 'literalist' approach by Burgundio di Pisa, a 'sense-based' appro-
ach by St. Jerome and a 'sign-based' approach by St. Augustine � see Robin-
son, 2002 for details). At the same time, disputes over religious text translation
was among main causes for religious reformation movements (see e.g. Luther,
Tyndale or Schleiermacher). And if one can say that the epoch of Romanticism
represented an early stage of cultural globalisation, it could be so mostly thro-
ugh proli�c translating activity upheld by the most renowned literary �gures
of the time (e.g. Goethe or Shelley). Anyone familiar with 'world literature' is
likely to say: 'I readAlighieri, Shakespeare or Proust.' But was it really that we
read all these works in their originals? More likely it is that we reached for the-
se authors through translation. Finally, when we think how much information
and knowledge is available globally today, we need to realise that the only way
to make it all available globally is through translation. It is true that more and
more people learn languages, and most of us already are bilinguals or multilin-
guals. Still, the amount of what is left to be translated is such that our culture is
forced to rely on translation as a profession for its daily, text-based functioning.
It is equally true that the translationmarket gets more andmore technological
and automated, and that the long-term horizon for translation is hard to de�-
ne. Yet, the nearest future is perhaps best captured in a post whose authorship
is di�cult to establish, but which permeated social media accounts (LinkedIn,
Twitter) in January 2023, and was speci�cally triggered by the emergence of
the Chat GTP application (ChatGTP): �AI will not replace humans, but hu-
mans with AI will replace humans without AI.�

Translation as a profession: the bright side

When analysing a wide array of business reports on the translation
market, one can be nothing but optimistic about the present and the future
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of translation and the translation profession. According to all the reports
available publicly online, provided by numerous market research companies,
the translation market is bound to grow globally in the coming years both in
terms of market value and in terms of pages to translate. Discussing details
of these reports falls far beyond the scope of this article, and hence only
some general trends they mention are listed below:

� reportedly, the strongest indicated drivers for industry growth are con-
tent digitization requiring multilingual support (e.g. online services
localization, remote interpreting) (Proz.com)

� more freelancers are expected to enter the market in the near and the
mid-term future; (Proz.com)

� training options become and will become more and more available;
(Proz.com)

� more and more platforms occur to facilitate service delivery (Proz.com)
� freelancers' professional outlook in 2022 was positive for over 50% of
the respondents2 (Proz.com)

� top areas of freelancers' specialisation include law, advertising, medici-
ne and business (Statista.com) and the growth is forecast particularly
for legal and medical translation (MMR.com).

It is relatively easy to observe that the reports referred to above depict a ra-
ther positive picture of the market and prove the relevance of translation as
a communicative and business activity, also proving that learning to become
a translator makes sense as an educational, developmental and career choice.

Translation as a profession: the caveats

Irrespective of the optimistic panorama presented above, individual cho-
ices of educational and career trajectories need to rely on more complex and
nuanced factors. Firstly, there is no direct way to determine if the global or
regional market growth is likely to produce increased translation freelancing
opportunities. A lot depends on the national or regional market structu-
ration (European Commission. Directorate-General for Translation et al.,
2013), since it a�ect types of service provision models that are in demand

2Since the author uses publicly available excerpts of the Proz.com report, they are
unable to provide details on how big the research pool was. The only remark concerning
the number of participants uses the notion of 'thousands' (Proz.com). However imprecise,
the expression suggests more than 1000 responses, which allows certain generalisations.
Yet, let the author comment that the way the data is used in this article is hardly directly
diagnostic or seeking representativeness. The point is to draw a general picture as a basis
for further discussion focused on translation as of relevance to contemporaneity.
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in a locality, region or a country. Secondly, individual education and career
choices need to take into account personal resources (Pietrzak, 2022) that
dictate a �eld of specialisation and types of translation a person can pro-
fessionally engage into. These do not have to be in a direct match with 'big
data,' and may call for translators' adaptive measures.

What is more, the reports quoted above contain data that may be distur-
bing for a person considering a language industry career. For example, irrespec-
tive of the general positive outlook for 2023 (see above), the same respondents
(Proz.com) were asked about the likelihood of their recommending freelancing
in translation or interpreting to someone. 40% of the respondents (Proz.com)
acknowledged being very likely or likely to do so, but asmuch as 30%were una-
ble to decide, while the remaining 30% were unlikely to issue a positive recom-
mendation (9.5% very unlikely, 19.5% unlikely). Thus, there occurs a paradox
where a positive view of one's professional future does not coincide with satis-
faction about some crucial aspects of professional functioning.

Other such paradoxes can also be traced in the literature, including
the extensive research by Dam and Zethsen. In a number of their research re-
ports (e.g. Dam, Zethsen, 2008, 2011 or 2016a) theymanaged to establish (also
relying on other research reports) that despite a general sense of job satisfac-
tion, Danish translators found it di�cult to de�ne their job as either prestigio-
us or well-paid. (see e.g. Dam, Zethsen, 2016b, p. 176) A similar, but compa-
rative study of translators in Sweden and Finland is presented in Ruokonen,
Svahn (2021), and it brings comparable conclusions and paradoxes.

Referring to these complexprofessional dilemmas is notmeant todiscoura-
ge anyone from a language industry career. It rather pinpoints educators' obli-
gation to put these nuances in front of the students so as to equip themwith to-
ols for coping. The education-to-market transition is a multifaceted and com-
plex task, irrespective of an educational pro�le or a planned profession. Cho-
osing any career requires detailed analysis of pros and cons and it is an obliga-
tion of an educational system tomake all individual choices best-informed.

The advantages of translation education and profession

The deliberations above are intended to illustrate the complexity of
what it means to work as a professional translator or interpreter. These
facts and trends are a knowledge resource in personal decision-making.
The present section is to highlight the strongest advantages of translation
education and career.
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Translation as cultural mediation

From the cultural point of view, translation is and will remain part of
culture-forming processes, as the majority of cultural trends are global, ir-
respective of local variation. Corollary to these '(g)localization' processes
(Jiménez-Crespo, 2013; (Cronin 2013), (Cronin 2020) is a need for textual
mediation e.g. in entertainment and multimedia industry (O'Hagan, Man-
giron, 2013, 2014), which are bound to grow (Proz.com), o�ering vistas for
future translators.

What is more, cultural competence developed when (training) transla-
ting can be an asset for those who are likely to engage in culture-related
activities like multilingual business relations, international cooperation in
NGOs, or multinational connections at cultural institutions. Even though
a person choosing this career trajectory may hardly be engaged in 'regular'
translator or interpreting jobs at their workplace, their intercultural compe-
tences put them in a position of a culture-sensitive communicator (Bassnett,
2011), relying on code-switching and translanguaging (Sato, García, 2023)
as regular tools of the trade.

Text analysis as part of the translation process

There is abundant literature on how complex translation tasks enga-
ge translators' cognitive resources. This research topic is devoted a decided
subdomain in translation studies and interpreting studies: translation (inter-
preting) process research. Since discussing this research �eld fall far beyond
the scope of this article, the author con�nes themselves with a mention of
few most recent contributions e.g. Marín García (2019); Milo²evi¢, Risku
(2021); Risku, Rogl (2022) or Tra&Co Group (2021). One such task is ad-
vanced text comprehension: far more detailed and meticulous since oriented
towards enabling the 'transfer of nuances' that for a 'default' text reader
can be a matter of interpretative option or redundancy. Thus, learning to
translate equips with excellent text comprehensions skills, which are both
an educational added value and a professional asset. Being able to compre-
hend and analyse texts with sensitivity to textual nuances, including termi-
nology use and its contextual variation, can be of professional value in and
beyond the language industry framework as it can prepare for careers such as
media specialists, industry analysts or for broadly understood occupations
in the creative economy sector. (UNCTAD, 2022)

This sensitivity (advanced analytical skills, information management
strategies) can also give more general, developmental assets by preparing
young adults to be e�ective information analysts, skilfully managing perso-
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nal and professional media content, avoiding misinformation and fake news
impact: the latter are becoming a civilisation hazard that can lead to grave
consequences for one's private and professional life. In fact, the skills descri-
bed here are vital for e�ective cultural and social participation now and in
the foreseeable future.

Translation service provision as a transversal competence

Translation competence includes skills necessary to provide services on
the translation market. (see e.g. EMT, 2017; Gouadec, 2007) These include
skills in building a service portfolio, knowledge and decision-making skills as
regards market interaction, business and �nancial management or customer
relation management. Thus, students of translation learn to understand the
nature of the translation market and service provision. (see e.g. the concept
of Service-Dominant Logic in Kujamäki, 2020; for more on the concept of
service, see e.g. Brax, 2013) However, service provision is a transversal com-
petence (UNESCO International Bureau of Education, 2013): it can be used
in variety of provision contexts and for diverse services. Hence, graduates
of translation studies are capable of extrapolating their service provision
skills on other industries or service provision activities. This is because most
services indispensably rely on attractive and �exible service portfolios, e�ec-
tive communication and marketing strategies, long-term business thinking
or quality and customer satisfaction. One of the crucial aspects of service
provision is that it teaches to seek business opportunities and market niches
� irrespective of industry.

Conclusions

Translation has played a fundamental role in guiding modern culture
and civilisation to where it is today. As a cultural, educational and profes-
sional activity, translation is likely to keep its relevance in the foreseeable
future. Irrespective of the innumerable transformations that translating has
gone through, there is and most likely will be a need for �a certain of in-
terpretation by the translator� (Nida [1964], 2000, p. 126) when negotiating
texts among cultures. In fact, any act of human communication understood
as a meaning-making act will always provoke diverse interpretative avenues.
To make this picture even more complex, we need to consider how many of
these acts are and will be taking place across languages and cultures. Thus,
language to language communication � involving code-switching and trans-
languaging � is a daily reality of a growing number of workplaces. However
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advanced the technology, 'language facilitators' are and will be needed for
long. The translation skills acquired through translator education can be
used in whole array of professional, textual and communicative purposes
and contexts � not necessarily in the form of 'regular' translation tasks.
Another advantage of a translation graduate is a profound understanding
of the concepts of service and service provision. Irrespective of industry or
content, services require relation-building, communication skills, time and
resource management etc. This catalogue is among the qualities de�ned as
most desirable in all industries in the modern labour market. (employability
skills, see e.g. Brüning and Mangeol, 2020)
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